Autonet Mobile/Maserati
CASE STUDY

Marketing collateral serves as sales team educational tool
and introduction to new Maserati VIP customer experience.
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BACKGROUND

Autonet Mobile introduced Wi-Fi capabilities in automobiles back in 2005 and has continued
to pioneer new automobile telematics solutions since then. Car connectivity innovation is in
Autonet’s DNA and at the core of its value proposition for its B2B audience – car manufacturers
and dealerships.
By installing the company’s hardware and software configurations in cars, owners enjoy
tremendous new capabilities, such as WiFi, geo-tracking, detailed vehicle maintenance, repair
reporting and more. Autonet’s technology works to improve the relationship between a driver,
the vehicle and the repair shop.
The company’s latest offering brought a tremendous revenue opportunity for car dealerships. Its
software system initiated warnings to drivers about upcoming maintenance and repairs but took
the warnings further and specifically stated what repair or maintenance was needed, instead
of just alerting the driver with a code or light. It also had the capability to create a seamless

service experience for the car owner once the
information was generated by finding a nearby
dealer, helping to coordinate an appointment,
arranging for a loaner car if needed and
minimizing interruption to a driver’s day.

ONLY

41%

OF CAR OWNERS APPROACH
A DEALER ABOUT THEIR
SERVICE LIGHT

More than 30% of cars over 30 months old have a
“Check Engine” light on. But only 41% of the people who
have a light on and approach a dealer about the problem
actually service their vehicle with the dealer after the discussion. With
a high attrition rate, a software tool that literally guides the driver to the dealership for repair and
maintenance presented a tremendous recurring revenue opportunity for dealerships. Meanwhile,
Autonet could collect a subscription fee for the service.

CHALLENGE

Getting in front of dealership CEOs was a lucrative but challenging
proposition for Autonet at first. However, the company learned
to leverage its good relationships with manufacturers to help
its sales teams connect with this valuable audience. Once they
did, sales reps had a tremendous closing rate of 90%.
The company had recently initiated a relationship with Maserati.
Autonet Mobile was green-lit to approach the luxury brand’s
dealerships about placing the hardware and software into its vehicles.
A tremendous opportunity, Autonet also realized the luxury,
high-performance brand would require more than just a promise
of good service and a strong product. Dealership CEOs would
need eye-catching, informative sales materials that accurately
reflected the Maserati brand’s sales and ownership experience.
Autonet reached out to Elevation Marketing to develop these
critical marketing and sales enablement tools. They would need
to serve two purposes: educate the salesperson while nurturing
the sales experience, and act as customer-facing materials.
Under the Maserati brand banner, the Autonet technology
would be called “Pronto,” and Elevation needed to execute
quickly on creating sales tools that embraced a distinctive
luxury brand experience and gave the sales team the education
it needed to deliver a credible sales proposal to buyers.

STRATEGY

The Elevation team understood the technology’s benefits, but engaged a multi step strategy to
dive into the Maserati sales and customer experience.

PHASE 1: DISCOVERY

PHASE 2: RESEARCHING CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS

Elevation interviewed Maserati executives and conducted on-site evaluations and
reviews of Maserati dealerships. Inside the showroom, the goal was to better understand
how sales teams conducted business and engaged with prospects. These interactions also
gave a glimpse into the nuances and preferences in these unique relationships fueled by a
luxury brand where all aspects of service and communication were delivered at the
highest levels possible.

Elevation then dove further into Maserati buyer expectations for vehicle performance and
the sales process. These vehicles embraced finesse, style and power unique to the brand.
So, everything from the test-drive, to the negotiation, to leaving the dealership with a new
image-boosting asset was well-planned and first rate. Sales staff did not have time to
“wing it,” so to speak, in a sales discussion. Their role required preparation and
confident delivery matching the style and elegance of the brand. Support
materials would need to be an extension of their critical role.

STRATEGY

PHASE 3: TYING RESEARCH FINDINGS TO THE TECHNOLOGY

PHASE 4: CREATIVE EXECUTION

Autonet Mobile had relationships with other auto manufacturers. However, merging
with the Maserati brand was nothing like integrating a product seen as an “alert
system” into a car. The major selling point of the technology would need to revolve
around a VIP experience for the customer. With "Pronto," life goes on uninterrupted
and a consistently optimal vehicle performance is guaranteed, thanks to the strong
customer-dealer relationship, nurtured by technology. This had to be the underlying
message behind the look of the marketing/sales assets. At the same time, the sales
team needed to understand the technology so that it could weave the VIP upgrade
into its carefully executed pitch.

Confident in its understanding of the luxury brand and the two audiences the collateral
needed to serve, Elevation delivered a breadth of ideas, concepts and materials that
honored Maserati sophistication and luxury, nurtured the VIP experience and wove
easily into the sales team’s existing sales collateral. The concepts immediately caught
the attention of executives from both companies, with Autonet Mobile execs expressing
that they “valued highly [the] team’s experience and creative ideation” for a project with
such complex needs.
The pieces included an expansive brochure, “Thank You” kit (with a leather sunglass
case), dealer sales kit with window emblems, brochure and counter displays. The team
also concepted dealer kiosk using tablets to walk customers and sales teams through
the “Pronto” set-up and user experience.

Showroom Kiosk

Customer Thank You Gift

DELIVERABLES

•

Customer brochure

•

Sales team step-by-step, web-based training guide

•

Sales team brochure

•

Pocket cards

•

Thank You kit

•

Window emblems

•

Aluminum box dealer sales kit

•

Interactive kiosk design

Sales Training Website

Dealer Sales Kit

Customer Brochure

ABOUT ELEVATION

Insight. Innovation. Impact.

Elevation Marketing is one of the most dynamic, integrated
B2B agencies in the U.S., and for good reason – our strategic,
fully-integrated approach aligns sales and marketing to
deliver remarkable results for clients whose buying cycles,
customer behaviors and channels to market are uniquely
their own. Marketing B2B companies successfully requires
deep understanding of the B2B space, a knack for compelling
brand stories, and the ability to execute effectively when

buyers are companies, not consumers. With proven B2B
acumen, unparalleled research and exceptional creative
design, we develop data-driven marketing strategies and
build memorable brand experiences that empower lasting
customer relationships for clients in every industry.
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